The second law of thermodynamics is a useful and universal tool to derive the generalizations of the Fourier's law. In many cases, only linear relations are considered between the thermodynamic fluxes and forces, i.e., the conduction coefficients are independent of the temperature. In the present paper, we investigate a particular nonlinearity in which the thermal conductivity depends on the temperature linearly. Also, that assumption is extended to the relaxation time, which appears in the hyperbolic generalization of Fourier's law, namely the Maxwell-Cattaneo-Vernotte (MCV) equation. Although such nonlinearity in the Fourier heat equation is well-known in the literature, its 1 arXiv:1910.09175v1 [cond-mat.stat-mech] 21 Oct 2019 extension onto the MCV equation is rarely applied. Since these nonlinearities have significance from an experimental point of view, an efficient way is needed to solve the system of partial differential equations. In the following, we present a numerical method that is first developed for linear generalized heat equations. The related stability conditions are also discussed.
Introduction
The generalization of classical constitutive equations -such as the Fourier, Hooke, or Newton equations -is needed from both theoretical and practical points of view. There are many experimental evidence on the existence of phenomena beyond these classical models [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Due to the complexity of the description of non-classical phenomena, we focus only on the heat conduction equations for rigid media. Most of the heat conduction problems are described and studied using Fourier's law which relates linearly the temperature gradient ∇T to the heat flux q:
where λ represents the thermal conductivity, which, in general, depends on the temperature. Here, ∇ is the nabla operator. It is well known that this equation, at least with constant λ, implies infinite speed of propagation. Consequently, the constitutive (1) leads to a parabolic equation for the temperature. Thus it fails to describe the heat transfer mechanism over short time scales with a large temperature gradient. Such a situation occurs under different circumstances, for instance, in laser heating processes. In order to eliminate the paradox of infinite velocity, one can apply the so-called Maxwell-Cattaneo-Vernotte (MCV) constitutive equation [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] ,
where the coefficient τ is the relaxation time. That was the first extension of Fourier's law (1) in which the time derivative term introduces an intertia -a time lag -that makes the model hyperbolic. When τ is negligibly small, then the heat flux q becomes proportional with the temperature gradient ∇T , i.e., eq. (2) reduces to the Fourier's law. We draw attention to the nonequilibrium thermodynamical background of the MCV model, which requires the heat flux to be an independent state variable following the approach of Extended Irreversible Thermodynamics (EIT) [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . This structure is also analyzed in [22, 23] , and more general constitutive equations are derived, reproducing both parabolic and hyperbolic equations. Consequently, the thermal conductivity and the relaxation time might depend on the heat flux, too. The MCV equation (2) proved to be useful in modeling low-temperature wave propagation, called 'second sound' [16, [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . It describes finite speed of propagation v = α/τ , with α = λ/(ρc v ) being the thermal diffusivity, c v is the isochoric specific heat and ρ is the mass density. Beside the constitutive equation, it is needed to consider the balance of internal energy e as well to obtain a complete system of partial differential equations,
in which we consider no source terms and the e = c v T constitutive relation (state equation) for the internal energy is exploited. Furthermore, ∂ t {.} denotes the partial time derivative and ∇ · {.} is the divergence operator.
From an experimental point of view, it is proved that the MCV equation is still not enough, e.g., it is inadequate for wave propagation in non-metallic crystals; and further extensions are required. One important example is the Guyer-Krumhansl equation [29] ,
in which a nonlocal term (the Laplacian of q) appears and l is a new phenomenological coefficient. Originally, Guyer and Krumhansl derived this model based on the linearization of the Boltzmann equation [30, 31] , and proved to be an outstanding model to predict the existence of second sound in solids. However, it can also be derived in the framework of non-equilibrium thermodynamics using internal variables [32, 33] , and current multipliers [34, 35] that does not restrict its validity to low-temperature problems. It is successfully applied in the evaluation of room temperature experiments as well [36, 37] . Moreover, due to the nonlocal term, its numerical solution required a particular spatial discretization to embed the boundary conditions appropriately [38] .
In the following, we restrict ourselves to the Fourier and MCV equations. In most cases, the coefficients τ and λ are constant and independent of the temperature, which is acceptable in many situations. However, as some experimental evaluation shows, both parameters can depend on the temperature [39] [40] [41] , especially in the low-temperature domain. Here, we consider only
forms for the material parameters, which are the simplest and experimentally relevant dependencies, with λ 0 and τ 0 being the thermal conductivity and relaxation time at the reference (or initial) temperature T 0 respectively, and the parameters a, b are positive. Usually, only the temperature is used as a primary field variable, that is, the heat flux is often eliminated from the system (1) (or (2), accordingly) and (3).This elimination introduces nonlinear terms, e.g., ∂T ∂x 2 in the 1D form of Fourier heat equation:
Despite that the Kirchhoff transformation is developed for such cases [42, 43] , it is not advantageous for extended heat equations. Even in the simplest generalizations, the temperature-dependent material parameters would result in an unreasonably complicated form. Furthermore, the implementation of practically useful boundary conditions, e.g., time-dependent heat flux, would be extremely difficult if even possible. Hence without eliminating the heat flux, we can avoid these nonlinear terms while preserving the physical meaning, and it is easier to prescribe the boundaries, too. For numerical calculations, it is more convenient to use both variables, i.e., the temperature and the heat flux together. Indeed, this is the basis of the earlier developed numerical scheme that proposes a staggered spatial field for appropriate treatment of boundary conditions [38] . Thus we use the balance of internal energy (eq. (3)) together with the constitutive equation, eq. (2) with τ = 0 (Fourier) and τ = 0 (MCV). As a consequence of (5a)-(5b), the propagation speed v = λ(T )/(ρc v τ (T ) also depends on the temperature. In the next section, we present the thermodynamic origin of the Fourier and MCV equations, also discussing the embedding of temperature dependence into the thermodynamic parameters. Here, we exploit the second law of thermodynamics rigorously. In Section 3, the essential aspects of the numerical method and its stability properties are discussed both for the Fourier and MCV equations in one spatial dimension. Then the effect of the parameters a and b is investigated through the numerical solutions.
Nonlinear models of heat transport
Let us consider a rigid heat conductor, and we recall the balance equation of internal energy e, which stands for the first law of thermodynamics:
Introducing the specific entropy s and the entropy flux density J s , the second law is expressed using the following inequality:
where σ s is called entropy production. The solution of the inequality (8) is the constitutive equation, in our case that will be the Fourier or the MCV equations. In both cases, the entropy flux density J s is
Fourier heat equation
In order to obtain the Fourier's law, one has to consider the local equilibrium hypothesis, i.e., s = s(e) and the Gibbs relation,
which leads to the inequality
Following Onsager, [44] , we obtain
as a linear relationship between the thermodynamic flux and force. In (12) , l is the heat conduction coefficient and the nonlinearity is introduced through this parameter. It is apparent that the ratio l/T 2 is identified as being the thermal conductivity λ. In the linear case, T 2 is a reference temperature where the thermal conductivity is considered to be constant; thus the coefficient l remains independent of the temperature. The expression of the thermal conductivity is compatible with the linear relation (5a) if the relation
holds, and λ(T 0 ) = λ 0 . Finally, the following system forms the nonlinear Fourier heat equation:
Maxwell-Cattaneo-Vernotte equation
As previously mentioned, the heat flux is a state variable now, i.e., s = s(e, q), and
where s eq is the classical, local equilibrium part. The quadratic extension in the heat flux is the simplest one that preserves the convexity properties of entropy. For details, we refer to [16, 17, 19, 45] . We also point out that the coefficient m could be a function of e, for instance, which must be a positive definite function. The entropy production is expressed as follows:
In the following we restrict ourselves to the case in which ∂m(e) ∂e = 0, that is, m is a positive constant. Thus, collecting the terms that are proportional to the heat flux q, and substituting the internal energy balance (3), the entropy inequality becomes:
Theqrefore, as a solution of the above inequality, we obtain
After rearrangement,
we make the following identification:
where it becomes apparent that the material parameters τ and λ are not independent of each other. Moreover, the expression for l is different than for Fourier's law, and it affects the definition of τ as well. In order to obtain the linear expressions for λ and τ (see equations (5a)-(5b)), the following constraints arise:
Since m is a constant, it is necessary to consider a temperature-dependent mass density (ρ = ρ(T )). Consequently, to preserve the thermodynamical compatibility, it is not possible to arbitrarily introduce any state variable dependence in the material parameters. Moreover, as ρ = ρ(T ), it refers to the presence of mechanical effects. In summary, if the temperature dependence of τ and λ is present in an experiment, then the mechanical effects must be considered as well in the interpretation of the heat conduction process.
If ∂m ∂e = 0, the entropy production includes an additional term as underlined. Theqrefore, considering the case in which the quantity m is a function depending on the internal energy (and the temperature, respectively), the entropy production becomes:
and the following constitutive relation is obtained:
By comparing the (23) with the MCV heat conduction equation, one has
We observe here a contribution of a volumetric effect that could have a mechanical origin. Assuming the simplest one-dimensional case and dividing the (24) with the underlined expression, it 'distorts' the original definition of τ and λ. Furthermore, let us remark that in Eqs.(21a)-(21b), both m and ρ may depend on temperature. We will not investigate (24) ; hence, in the following, we refer to the case of a constant coefficient m. However, we fixed our attention to the fact that it is not trivial how to implement the nonlinear terms into the constitutive equations, and they influence other parameters. For example, the relations given by (21a)-(21b) may have consequences on mass density. In summary, we call the following system as the nonlinear MCV heat equation
with emphasizing that possible mechanical effects would be more appropriate to include. However, it is our intention only to investigate the above system of partial differential equations first, we do not expect rigorous physical interpretation from the solutions.
Numerical aspects
The system (25a)-(25b) may contain coefficients with several orders of magnitude difference. From numerical point of view, it is pronouncedly unfavorable. Thus it is convenient to introduce dimensionless parameters, following [32, 46] 
where L is the length of the rigid and isotropic conductor, T 0 is the initial temperature, ρ 0 is the value of the mass density corresponding to the temperature T 0 . The present combination of parameters particularly fits to the so-called flash or heat pulse experiment. This is a common, widely used methodology to measure the thermal material parameters either in low or room temperature situations [47, 48] . Exploiting (21b), it yields the following expressions:
denoting
thus
Moreover
with l(T 0 ) being the phenomenologial coefficient at T 0 and T end is the equilibrium temperature corresponding to adiabatic boundaries, i.e.,
where t p is the length of the pulse that acts on the boundary as a heat pulse. Moreover, t 0 is the initial time instant which is considered to be 0 andq 0 is the integral average of the heat pulse q 0 (t). In order to simplify the notations, the 'hat' is omitted in the following and only dimensionless parameters are used. Now, in 1D, the dimensionless system of equations reads
with
Difference equations
The present numerical method is developed first for linear heat equations and validated using an analytical solution for the Guyer-Krumhansl equation [49] . The fundamental principle remains the same: we use a staggered spatial field to distinguish 'surface' and 'volume average' quantities. In heat pulse experiments, when the heat flux is defined on both boundaries, the temperature is shifted by half space step (∆x)/2, as it is shown in Fig. 1 . As a consequence, there is no need to define boundaries for the temperature field. In time, Theqrefore the difference equations are only an explicit forward differencing scheme is used. Figure 1 : Concept of the spatial discretization [38] .
where n denotes the time steps and j stands for the spatial steps.
Stability analysis

I. Fourier heat equation
First of all, let us consider only the Fourier heat equation, i.e., τ q 1 = τ q 2 = 0 in (34b). It is important to emphasize that the conventional analysis using the von Neumann method is not applicable directly as the stability conditions themselves depend on the temperature, at least in the present case 1 . The paper of Weickert et al. [50] proposes a stability analysis method for nonlinear diffusion equations, and demonstrates on particular examples from image processing [51, 52] . In order to utilize this approach, one must reformulate the difference equations in a way to obtain a mapping between two time instants of temperature: T n → T n+1 . That mapping is represented by a tridiagonal matrix Q with elements q ij , and it must satisfies the following criteria:
• continuity in the T -dependence,
• symmetry, q ij = q ji , 1 That kind of dependency is up to the choi1ce of nonlinearities.
• unit row sum, i q ij = 1,
• non-negativity, q ij > 0,
• positive diagonal elements, q ii > 0,
• irreducibility, i.e., for any T ≥ 0, λ(T ) > 0.
The corresponding tridiagonal matrix has the elements [β; 1 − 2β; β] in a row with β = ∆t(∆x) 2 (τ p 1 + τ p 2 T n j )/τ p 1 > 0, any other element is zero. Hence the non-negativity and positive diagonality requirements are equivalent and reads as
that is, one must estimate the maximum value of the temperature field. In the simulation of a heat pulse experiments using the Fourier's law, it is simple as the equilibrium dimensionless temperature is 1 and it cannot be higher due to the particular dimensionless formulation of temperature. It restricts the maximum time step:
As an alternative way, one could assume apriori the maximum temperature and applying a linear stability analysis by following von Neumann's method [53] and Jury conditions [54] . Briefly speaking, it starts with assuming a solution in a plane wave form:
where i, k and ξ are the imaginary unit, wave number and growth factor, respectively; the stability condition is |ξ| ≤ 1, i.e., the amplitude of the wave remains bounded. After substituting it into the difference equations, it yields a characteristic polynomial for ξ: F (ξ) = a 0 + a 1 ξ + a 2 ξ 2 , with a 0 = 0, (38a)
Then applying the Jury conditions in order to restrict the roots of F (ξ) to keep them inside the unit circle on the complex plane, we obtain 1. F (ξ = 1) ≥ 0, i.e., a 0 + a 1 + a 2 ≥ 0, which is automatically fulfilled, 2. F (ξ = −1) ≥ 0, i.e., a 0 − a 1 + a 2 ≥ 0 that yields the same stability criterion as the other method, and 3. |a 0 | ≤ 1 which is trivially satisfied.
Thus it is possible to apply the linear stability analysis if one can apriori estimate the upper bound of temperature. As it is not proved for other nonlinearities such as thermal radiation, it is safe to state that it is true only if the nonlinearity occurs due to the temperature dependence in the thermal conductivity.
II. MCV heat equation
While Weickert et al. [50] assumed only one field variable, which case would refer to the elimination of heat flux. We now recall our strategy: it is not our intention to eliminate any variables as the outcome would be unreasonably difficult to handle. Instead, we use both variables in the following. Before we proceed with the previously presented stability analysis, let us estimate directly the stability criterion for the nonlinear MCV equation. In case of the Fourier heat equation, we have seen that the τ p 1 /(τ p 1 + τ p 2 ) correction appears in the stability condition that lowers the maximum allowable time step in the algorithm, comparing to the linear case. Analogously, we assume that a similar correction, τ q 1 /(τ q 1 + τ q 2 ) appears as well. Using the results of the linear case [38] , which is
we expect that ∆t < (∆x) 2 4
will appear without the relaxation time as it does not appear even in the linear case. However, with the estimation for temperature max (j,n) T n j = 1, it could be too optimistic as the MCV model is a damped wave equation. It is safe to say that the max (j,n) T n j ≈ 3 for real parameters that could occur in experiments. This approximation means that the maximum temperature in the simulation is 3 times higher than the equilibrium one. We must note that this maximum strongly depends on τ q 1 and higher temperature values could occur. Let us assume the max (j,n) T n j = 3 apriori. Following the same procedure of von Neumann, assuming a solution of the difference equation in the form (37) , after substituting it into the difference equations, we obtain the system of linear algebraic equations:
where the coeffcient matrix is given:
with C being the maximum value for T n j . The characteristic polynomial for ξ (det M = 0) can be expressed as
with a 0 = − τp 1 τq
wherein τ q = (τ q 1 + τ q 2 C). Then applying again the same Jury criteria, it yelds the conditions below, 1. F (ξ = 1) ≥ 0, i.e., a 0 + a 1 + a 2 ≥ 0, i.e.,
which is trivially satisfied.
2. F (ξ = −1) ≥ 0, i.e., a 0 − a 1 + a 2 ≥ 0 if the condition
holds.
3. |a 0 | ≤ a 2 which is satisfied if the following inequality:
Let us remark that in linear case, i.e. for τ q 2 = 0, τ p 2 = 0, the inequality (47) reduces to the condition (39) . Furthermore, the correction related to the relaxation time also appears in the stability condition. We note here that this is the consequence of the temperature dependence of mass density.
Results and discussion
In this final section, we demonstrate the solutions of nonlinear Fourier and MCV heat equations and investigate the effects of nonlinear terms. Here, only the rear side (x = 1) temperature histories are presented because, in the heat pulse experiments, this one is measured and used for evaluation.
Initial and boundary conditions
In such a measurement setup, it is required to have homogeneous temperature distribution at the beginning, and the sample must be in thermal equilibrium with its environment. Thus both fields are zero at the initial time instant. Regarding the boundary conditions, the heat pulse excites the front side of the sample. For numerical reasons, it is favorable to use a smooth function. Its dimensionless form reads as
and the rear side is considered to be adiabatic, i.e, q(x = 1, t) = 0.
Solutions
Regarding the nonlinear Fourier equation (see Fig. 2 ), the τ p 2 parameter influences the slope at the point when the temperature starts to increase. It is worth to observe that the point corresponding toT = 0.5 is significantly shifted to the left for increasing τ p 2 . It is important because the conventional evaluation formula for the Fourier heat equation, which offers the thermal diffusivity as an outcome of the measurement, uses the time instant related toT = 0.5. Investigating the effects of the same parameter in the solutions of the MCV equation, we experience similar effects (see Fig. 3 ). Using τ p 1 = 0.1, τ q 1 = 0.08 parameters, the wave signal dominates the solution, and that characteristic is pushed to the left again, affecting only the slope of the wave edge. However, as one can observe, the MCV solution becomes dispersive for larger τ p 2 . That property of the presented scheme holds for the other cases in which the τ q 2 is increased (see Fig. 4 ). Seemingly, these parameters act against each other, τ q 2 shifts the wave signal to the right. In both situations, the solution remains stable, and the dispersive error can be decreased by increasing the resolution of the discretization.
Despite the simplicity of the scheme, it is able to solve both the nonlinear Fourier and MCV heat equations. The dispersive errors are present only when one of the parameters corresponding to the temperature dependence begins to dominate. Let us remark that Fig. 5 demonstrates a different case in which both parameters (τ p 2 and τ q 2 ) are much larger than previously and the numerical solutions becomes free from artificial oscillations, using the same discretization, too. It is because these parameters affect the solution oppositely. Figure 3 : The rear side temperature history, using the MCV heat equation with increasing τ p 2 parameters: 0, 0.001, 0.002, 0.005, 0.01, respectively; τ p 1 = 0.1, τ q 1 = 0.08, τ q 2 = 0. Figure 4 : The rear side temperature history, using the MCV heat equation with increasing τ q 2 parameters: 0, 0.001, 0.002, 0.003, 0.004, respectively; τ p 1 = 0.1, τ p 2 = 0, τ q 1 = 0.08. Figure 5 : The rear side temperature history, using the MCV heat equation, using τ p 1 = 0.1, τ p 2 = 0.03, τ q 1 = 0.08, τ q 2 = 0.01.
Summary
In the present paper, we first discussed the thermodynamic origin of the Fourier and MCV equations. This derivation is based only on the first and second laws of thermodynamics, showing the connection between the material parameters. It becomes exceptionally crucial for non-Fourier heat conduction and could be more challenging to deal with for further extensions beyond the MCV equation. Even for the MCV heat equation, it turned out that the simplest -linear -temperature dependence both in relaxation time and thermal conductivity induces a temperature-dependent mass density, not independently of the other material parameters. Thus, strictly speaking, the mechanical effects induced by ρ(T ) could not be negligible.
However, our goal was only to demonstrate how a numerical scheme, using staggered fields, operates for nonlinear problems. We also concluded that the nonlinear stability analysis might not be necessary for these special, but practically important nonlinearities. Instead, we applied the method of von Neumann for stability analysis, apriori assuming the maximum temperature.
We performed a parameter sweep to show the effect of temperaturedependent coefficients. First, we observed that τ p 2 and τ q 2 affects the solution oppositely. Secondly, their effect is detectable by measuring the slope at the foot of the wave signal. It could be important for experimental analysis.
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